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Welcome
Herbs are an extremely important part of the
Terranova Product Range and we are committed
to growing our sales by providing Australian
growers with a wide range of top quality varieties.
Seed quality and infield support are a critical part of
our ongoing commitment to this exciting market.
Herbs for both Fresh Market in pots or fresh cut variants
continue to show strong growth in the Australian market.
In addition, various forms of processing are increasing
the range of textures and flavours available to our growers and consumers.
Terranova Seeds have been working with a wide range of ENZA herbs for many years.
We are very pleased to be able to offer a large and diverse range of species and varieties
as detailed in this catalogue.
We are committed to ongoing product development of the ENZA Herb range,
on this basis we look forward to introducing new varieties into the market in the years ahead.

The Enza Herb Story
ENZA have been selling herbs since 2001, and are constantly working to
improve existing varieties. Developing disease resistance is a key focus to
ensure growers are provided with varieties of highest quality.
Varieties are also tested for shelf life to supply customers with products with
maximum durability throughout the supply chain. All herbs are tested for NFT
(nutrient film technique) suitability in which ENZA has gained a high level of
expertise over the years.
ENZA has made significant investments to ensure that growers get
the best seeds possible in terms of germination vigour and purity.
This brochure covers varieties from ENZA’s new generation of
Basil and Parsley varieties with excellent quality traits like resistance,
shelf life or cold tolerance. In addition you can also find our
other herb types such as Garlic Chives and Sage.

Basil
Genoveser

Compact growing variety
Short internodes
Good shelf life
Large leaves
Medium green colour
Suitable for pot or field production.

Marian

Very good flavour
Small leaf
Uniform compact growth
Flat leaves
Good for packaging
Suitable for pot production and open field.

Lemona

Fine-leaved
Fast-growing
Clear lemon aroma
Suitable for pot production.

Piccolino

Small leaves
Typical Genovese taste
Strong aroma suitable for original pesto
Compact growth
Ideal for pot growing.

Basil
Rosie
Intensive dark red colour
Very uniform habit
Excellent aroma
Suitable for pot production and fresh cut.

Other varieties
CULTIVATION
VARIETY

Dolly

FRESH
CUT

PROCESSING

X

X

Edwina

Eleonora

POT
PLANT

Very uniform, large leaved fast-growing variety with improved
tolerance to low temperatures. Recommended for open field
and processing.

X

X

Reliable variety in the Genovese type for year-round pot
production. Under low light conditions this variety produces
shiny dark green leaves.

Intermediate resistance against Downy Mildew. Big, lightly
serrated leaves. For open field and processing.

X

Emma

DESCRIPTION

X

New pot variety with a dark Genovese leaf and intermediate
resistance against Downy Mildew.

Emily

X

X

X

Very compact pot variety. Genovese type with medium large
leaves. Emily is recommended for summer production in cooler
climates, all year round in hot climates or production under high
light intensity. Excellent shelf life.

Keira

X

X

X

New Marian type for pot production and processing with
excellent shelf life. Has shown good tolerance to cooler
temperatures.

Chives
Kobold

Biggy

A thick shafted variety
Dark blue-green leaf colour
Very vigorous
Excellent for fresh market and processing.

Garlic chive
Mild garlic like flavour
Continuously cut fresh leaves and flowers
Suitable for pot production and bunching.

Staro
Extra thick hollow leaves up to 25cm in length
Dark green
Suitable for outdoor production and pots.

Other varieties
CULTIVATION
VARIETY

Naomi

Nelly

FRESH
CUT

PROCESSING

X

X

POT
PLANT

X

X

DESCRIPTION
Medium to thick leaf shaft, dark green leaf which shows rapid
growth, the leaves also have a high resistance against brown
tips. The variety is very suitable for the fresh market. Excellent
shelf life makes this variety suitable for processing. Reliable
variety for winter production in southern hemisphere.
A fine to medium thick leaf shaft with a very dark blue-green
colour. Very vigorous and upright growing. Strong against
diseases and thrip damage. For fresh market and industry
purposes.

Dill
Goldkrone

Greensleeves

All year production
Thick stems
Good colour
High yield
Suitable for processing.

Very high yielding
Longer cutting time
Suitable for field production and fresh cut
Limited use for pot production.

Other varieties
CULTIVATION
VARIETY

FRESH
CUT

Ella

X

Ida

X

Teddy

X

PROCESSING

DESCRIPTION

POT
PLANT

X

X

Dark blue-green plants with a lot of leaf tips. Ella produces
compact and very stable plants for pot production. It is also
suited to harvest fresh.

Standard Dill

X

New variety with many tips. It develops nice green colour and is
ideal for bunching and pot production.

Parsley
Katinka

Double curled leaf type
Very high yield
Uniform in growth and curl
Upright and easy to clean
Very good for field and pot production.

Peione

Gigante D’Italia Type
Intermediate resistance against DM
Big leaves
Dark green
High yield
Suitable for pot production and bunching.

Orfeo

Double curled
Very uniform
Dark green, strong curled leaves
Excellent shelf life
Suitable for pots and outdoor production.

Wega

Moss curled
Dark green upright leaves
Very good shelf life
For outdoor production and for pots
Suitable for both fresh market and processing.

Thinking Quality Herbs?
Think ENZA and Terranova.
BASIL - Marian

BASIL - Rosie

Very good flavour
Small leaf
Uniform compact growth
Flat leaves
Good for packaging
Suitable for pot
production & open field.

BASIL - Piccolino
Small leaves
Typical Genovese taste
Strong aroma suitable for
original pesto
Compact growth
Ideal for pot growing.

PARSLEY - Orfeo
Double curled
Very uniform
		Dark green, strong curled leaves
Excellent shelf life
Suitable for pots and outdoor production.

	Intensive dark red
colour
Very uniform habit
Excellent aroma
Suitable for pot
production & fresh cut.

PARSLEY - Peione
Gigante D’Italia Type
Intermediate resistance against DM
Big leaves
Dark green
High yield
Suitable for pot production & bunching.

DILL - Goldkrone
		Very high yielding
		Longer cutting time
		Suitable for field production and
fresh cut
		Limited use for pot production.

PARSLEY - Katinka
Double curled leaf type
Very high yield
Uniform in growth & curl
Upright and easy to clean
Very good for field and pot production.

DILL - Greensleeves
All year production
Thick stems
Good colour
High yield
Suitable for processing.
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